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Public Sector Spending 2017-18



• £325 million will be invested in a first set of the best local Sustainability 
and Transformation Plans (STPs) for improving patient services in local 
regions, developed collaboratively by NHS service leaders and their local 
partners.

• £100 million will go to A&E departments in 2017-18, to help them 
manage demand ahead of next winter, and help patients get to primary 
care faster. For example, it will provide more on-site GP facilities and 
more space in A&E units for assessment of patients when they arrive.

£425 million for the NHS in three years





• £90 million will provide 1,000 new PhD places, including in science, 
technology, engineering and maths.

• £210 million will create new fellowships, including programmes to 
attract top global talent to conduct research in areas such as bioscience 
and biotechnology, quantum technologies, and satellite and space 
technology.

£300 million for new academic research



• Initial funding will support research and innovation in universities and 
businesses, in areas like:
• developing artificial intelligence and robotics that will work in extreme 

environments, like offshore energy, nuclear energy and space

• designing and manufacturing better batteries for new electric vehicles that will 
help improve our air quality

• improving medicine manufacturing technologies to speed up patient access to 
drugs

£270 million to launch 
the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund



An Impact Thus Far…

oCommitted over £1.8 billion to innovation 
since 2007

oMatched by a similar amount in partner 
and business funding

oHelped more than 7,600 organisations

oProjects estimated to add more than 
£11.5 billion to the UK economy and 
create 55,000 extra new jobs.



2016

• 5 years of the Catapult Programme

• 10 industry areas
Healthcare:
• Cell and gene therapy

• Precision medicine

• Medicines discovery (2016) 







Ageing Population

Source: HealthXL Report 2016



Rise in LTCs* and Healthcare Expenditure

Source: HealthXL Report 2016
* Long-Term Conditions



Rising Drug Development Costs and Prices

• Highly regulated industry

• Avg. time to market: 15 years

• Cost: £1.5-2.5 billion

• Pricing and reimbursement 
policies: variable and inefficient
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Patient-Powered Healthcare

The Data Revolution

Next Generation Care
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